It’s okay to call 9-1-1

Do not
call 911 …….

when …….

Match the
Emergency
Draw a line and connect the problem with who can help

 There has been a car accident and someone is hurt

 Someone ate or drank
something that could be
poisonous, like a household



As a joke or prank



To ask for information



Just to see how it works



When your pet is sick, injured

cleaner

 You need an ambulance

or stuck in a tree



To see if you have school

for a person who is having
a serious medical problem
such as trouble breathing

 You see a house or other
building on fire or smell
smoke

 If you see someone hurting
someone else

If you call 911 by accident,
don’t hang up the phone. Wait
until we answer the phone then
tell the person who answers it
was a mistake.

911

For the Parents
If an emergency occurs, pick up the phone,
dial the numbers 9-1-1. Tell the
person who answers what the
emergency is and answer all of the
dispatcher’s questions the best you
can. It is okay to be afraid but remember that the dispatcher, just

A helpful reminder for your child in
an emergency is a sticker by the
phone that has emergency information on it, such as your address,
phone number, directions to your
house and a close neighbor’s information as well.

like firefighters, police officers,
paramedics and EMT’s are your
friend and they are all there to help
you. Do your part and know how
to find the important information
they need to get to where you are.
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